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Chapter 1: Introduction
The quality of placement programs at universities and colleges determines to a great extent
the types of job opportunities their graduates are afforded. Such programs are a selling
point for potential students. But with budget constraints many universities are working
under, a good computer placement program is essential, for it can offer an effective way to
deal with cutbacks which are seemingly continually faced. A good computer placement
program can offer many advantages as well to students, universities and recruiting com-
panies. Eliminating a great deal of paper shuffling frees up more staff time for tasks that
require human judgement. Entering information in a central location can eliminate data
duplication and lower the chances of scheduling and omission errors. A quicker response
to inquiries can mean more use of the placement center by both students and interviewing
companies.
The Career Planning and Placement Center, at Kansas State University, hereafter referred
to as the Center, contacted us asking if such a program could be specified functionally and
then acquired, or designed and programmed.
A functional evaluation was accomplished, following this several existing placement pro-
grams were reviewed and critiqued. The result of this phase of our investigation resulted
in the design and implementation of a placement system. The project was too large to be
accomplished by one individual and as a result two of us, Cathy Puzzuoli and Jeanie Gay
were asked to work on various phases of the project. This report describes my part which
includes the design decisions, most of the implementation, and user documentation. Some
background given throughout this report is from Puzzuoli's paper [PUZZ87].
To comprehend the scope of the project, the reader must understand what is meant by an
artisan office since that form of office was a significant part of the focus of this work. The
concept of an artisan office is defined in section 1.0. As further background we provide in
this introduction a discussion of the existing placement programs in section 1.1.
1.1 Artisan Office
A discussion of an artisan office is important at this stage since it gives an indepth
understanding of how the office at the Center is organized. An artisan office has little
systematic organization. The individuals in this office work independently from each
other and each has his own task which is generally taken to completion [CHA80].
There is a wide variety of tasks and therefore a wide variety of different styles of
work. Often, at the present, there is little technology in this type of office.
1.2 The Center's Requirements
The functional analysis resulted in the requirements that the placement program
must meet. These consisted of: the storage and retrieval of student, company and
employment information. Various calculations that are needed include: recruiter
statistics, percent of registered students, company statistics, placement by curricu-
lum statistics, and geographical placement statistics. Professionally formated prin-
touts were also a specification; these included listings for: perspective employers, a
master visit list, a posting schedule, students by curriculum, students by GPA, stu-
dents by date available for employment, students by location for employment. Once
the requirements were known
, a search ensued to find a system to meet the Center's
needs, this is discussed in the next section.
1.3 Extant Systems
An extensive search revealed several possible systems. In this report we will review
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five of them, Iowa Slate' System, VitaQuik, Michigan State's system, Colorado State
University's system, and the Spartin System.
1.3.1 Iowa State System
Although the Iowa State Universitys resume system used dBase III to
develop their program in 1985. and the hardware requirement met that of
the Placement Center, it only gathered data about the student [COL85].
The Placement Center required information about the companies inter-
viewing, as well information necessary for scheduling interviews and
various statistical purposes.
1.3.2 VitaQuik
VitaQuik. the CIS (Candidate Information System) [CPC84] was developed
by a task group of the Midwest College Placement Association. Data for
each student is compiled on a one page format in the form of a resume.
The menu driven system can store up to 6,000 students. It can sort, select,
transmit and print candidate information. If there are enough terminals
students can enter there own information. The problem, as was the case
with the Iowa State program, is that it didn't gather any employer infor-
mation or perform any statistical analysis. Also, data entry was clumsy
and too slow for the placement center personnel.
1.3.3 SIGI
Extensive statistics are offered by the Michigan State University program.
The SIGI (System of Interactive Guidance and Information) developed by
the Career Information Center [MICS4], which has one of the largest place-
ment programs in the nation. Because of its vast statistical and reporting
abilities, the program utilizes a mainframe. While this program offered
excellent abilities, it was felt that this program was to large for the Place-
ment Center's needs, as well as exceeding the hardware limitations.
1.3.4 CSU, ISS
Colorado State University had a newer placement program called the
CSU-ISS (Colorado State University - Interviewing Scheduling System)
[COL84], that was developed in 1984. It provides an excellent interview
and scheduling system, but lacks the statistical capability our placement
center required. Another drawback was the high cost of the software. In
addition to purchasing their program an additional purchase of R:base
5000, a relational database management system, was required. The
software itself contained too many menus and required extensive input
forms for data entry.
1.3.5 Spartin
The Spartin system, developed in 1985, is a placement program called the
U-Place (University Placement System). This program was difficult to
load, not very user friendly and inputing data was very clumsy. In addi-
tion, the program is still under development. The software does accommo-
date storage of student and employee information. It could also be down-
loaded from the mainframe [BRU86]. Because it was still in the develop-
mental stage, and the fact that it did not generate the desired statistics, it
was also rejected.
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1.4 Possible Data Base Management Systems
Since none of the reviewed software programs were exactly what the Center wanted,
developing there own became an option. In light of this, two commercial data base
management systems were scrutinized, Rrbase 5000, and the dBase product line.
1.4.1 R:base 5000.
R:base 5000, was found to be very flexible. These included benefits such
as individualized application programs, and programming features like its
own compiler and an application generator. It contained the relational
commands. JOIN, APPEND, INTERSECT. UNION, PROJECT, and SUB-
TRACT for data manipulation [P0085]. Its sort time was found to be
very fast and data could be input directly from several popular PC
software packages, like Lotus 123. Password protection was provided.
R:base 5000 allows up to 400 database fields, a maximum record size of
1530 characters. It can be installed on an IBM compatible computer with a
hard disk drive. Though all this made R:base 5000 appealing, the real
disadvantages are the $700 cost of the software package along with the
need to be knowledgeable about its procedural language for use.
1.4.2 The dBase Line.
dBase provides individual application programs, an internal language is
structured and therefore easier to write, and more powerful with single
commands for data manipulation. Custom screen formating is also easily
accomplished. On-line help, command prompting, and macros are also
advantages of dBase. dBase can handle 128 database fields. It can be
installed on an IBM compatible computer with a hard disk. The center
already had a copy of dBase III, therefore there was no real cost for the
software.
After considerable evaluation and discussion with the end users, it was decided the best
path to select was to create a system for the center. The dBase line was chosen for the
implementation of the placement program. Its application development features and
user-friendliness, as well as its top down design style of programming made it a good
choice. It also had adequate storage capabilities, was IBM compatible and as mentioned,
required no further expenditure for the software.
This report is organized into four remaining chapters which describe the remaining aspects
of the project which cover my responsibilities. Chapter 2 discusses the system design,
Chapter 3 discusses the implementation. Chapter 4 includes what is left of the designed to
be implemented, and Chapter 5 discusses some future extensions.
Chapter 2: Design of the System
The design of this system commenced with a thorough analysis of the flow of information
in the center using a form analysis Cone form of input/output analysis). Based upon this
analysis, formal data dependencies were created and used in the synthetic algorithm for
design of entities, i.e.. Bernstein's Algorithm 2. Integrate to the this process, an enterprise
view of the data base was created using Chen's E-R diagram as a tool [CHEN]. Finally, a
relational schema was created, which was based on the final E-R diagram. This chapter
describes these steps in the design process.
2.1 Form Analysis
A form analysis was performed on the input and output documents used by the
Center as this is what they relied upon to gather student and company information.
Six basic forms are used by the Center: Interview Arrangement Questionnaire, Visit
Establishment Sheet, Master Visit List. Student Data Form, Interview Request, and
the Employment Report. These forms give the Center the information to set up
interview schedules, and compile statistics that are vital to their mission.
An interested company returns a completed Interview Arrangement form (IAQ) see
figure 2.1. This form provides the name of the organization, it's address, the number
of interviews it would grant, and what type of graduates it is interested in. The
company is then asked to fill out the Visit Date Establishment Sheet (DES) which
gives a detailed account of the number and dates of the interviews, see figure 2.2.
The Master Visit List is a compilation of these forms, see figure 2.3. It is generated at
the beginning of each semester. If an employer needed to make changes to the Visit
Date Establishment Sheet, a Visit or Schedule Update would be used, see figure 2.4.
A Posting Schedule is posted daily to include any additions or corrections to the
MVL, for interested students, see figure 2.5.
All students wanting to use the Center for on campus interviews must fill out the
Student Data Sheet, see figure 2.6. This form includes: the student's name, personal
data, job interests, educational and some occupational data. When students meet the
qualifications of an interviewing company, they sign up on an Interview Request
Form and attach a copy of their Student Data Form, see figure 2.7. The company
reviews the applicants and selects those it wishes to interview. When a student gets
a job or. alternately, at the end or the semester, they are asked to fill out an Employ-
ment Report, see figure 2.8. The information from that form gives: the students
name, employer (if employed), curriculum, degree, job information, and data about
what role the Center played in obtaining interviews/job offers.
The correlation between these forms and the corresponding parties is given in figure
2.9, the form analysis chart.
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KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
AC 913 532-6506 Career Planning and Placement Center Manhattan. KS 66506
INTERVIEW ARRANGEMENTS QUESTIONNAIRE (IAQ)
(Please Type)
Intarview days and aaies to' which this IAQ n applicable:
CAUTION: Cm> mor. than on* daia or MQumc* only If your requirements will be abeoiirWr
(additional IA0 blanki available upon request lot Different schedules)
Name of Organization.
Complete Address
No. Ol daily Interview schedules Name o I coordina Ior
_.
No. ol interviewers II mom Hut
__
Dally interne* Man lime Phona: AC
Interv.ews to conclude by ^^ ,^ lnimryl„
_
Namefslo! interviewed'
invilinQ pradnaiH ot Decembef (1W_J May(lBe__) *"BU*|HB_J Daeambar i1iB_)
Wish to inierviaw tor summer employment (classification Infjicaiat rear com plated):
Freshman Sophomore Junk* senior Graduats Students No! M all
international cand.da.es IW.rW.Wd: without natrlciion taldlBB penruananl ra.ld.ni .talus
LLS. citizens only cannot be Intarvieweo on campus
Comments
Type of industry
Locationis) of w
For curricuieendOegiBecomc-inations invited,*.*: C reverse D attached
Uit types ot positions available, special qualifications regulrad. and indicate II openings are deterred or speculative
Literature lor stuoenl distribution Q It being sen! Q Is not available
It Is tha policy of the Career Planning and Placeman! Center ol Kansas State University 1o earn only equal ooooflunltv emotovers baa elan aaa
^SSSX^-7^ 'rmlnd r*°"n lh" "* F,m,,y EOuc",on" R,oh,i -^^^^z^'Zl&srecords on a confidential bads. By completing and reluming this IAQ form the employer politicly affirms lull compliance with I ft* lew^
This IAQ has been
Correspondence concerning this visit ahouid be directed t<
This will be used to publicize your visit a
attached to your sign-yp srteei
Figure 2.1: Interview Arrangement Form
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VISIT DATE ESTABLISHMENT SHEET
Organization
Established s Na
Tide
Confirm to (if other than eetablisher)
Address (If Different)
_
Date Received
_
Taken by (show initial*)
:
.
Phone Visit IAQ
_
Letter of Other
Tel. ( )
I iOtVTB,
# inrviii
.
i inrvrs.
M TD W TH F
Month-lit Day
86 87 88 89
HTVVIBF
Month-2nd Day
.MTUUTH F 86 87 88 89
ACTION REQUIRED
1. Check Visit Date Card to prevent duplication
2. Record on Visit Date Card
3. Record In Visit Date Book (both index and date)
4. Kail confirming letter standard special
Their standard form also used
Other dates confirmed on same letter
5. PVH's mailed with C/L Later
Hail follow-up sent (date & initial)
Telephone follow-up (date & initial)
6. If Visit List has been published enter on
Master Visit Liat
7. Check Railing Card existence and/or accuracy
SHOW t INTERVIEWERS ONLY IF DIFFERENT THAN t OF SCHEDULES THAT DAY
CHECK MARK SUFFICES FOR ''DATE DONE" IF SAKE DAY AS RECEIVED.
Additional information on reverse (head to tail) or attached.
Figure 2.2: Visit Date Establishment Sheet
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SCHEDULED EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS - SPRING SEMESTER 1987
IKTERV1EW VISIT DATE COMPANY NAME
, F5S;"";,??AI) - DATES (LOCATION OF COMPANY)SEK-^TERCS) USniNC KSU LOCATION OF JOB OPENING":
DECREE REQUIRED
LEVEL S CURRICULUM OR
MAJ2S
February 2
5/B7
Spring Only
February 2
12/66. 5-8/67
Summer: FR, SOPH, JR
Spring & Fall
Februarv 2
5/67, 8/37
Firat Visit
February 3
12/86, 5-8/87
Spring Only
February 3
Sunmier: All Classes
Spring Only
February 3
12/86, 5/87
Spring Only
February 3
5/87, 8/87
Spring S Fall
February 3
5/87
Spring Only
February 3
Summer: JR, SR
Spring & Fall
February 3
5/87, 6/87
Spring S'Fell
Cignn Corporation
(Philadelphia, PA)
Nationwide
US Army
(Manhattan, KS)
Worldwide
Westvaco
(Covington, VA)
Covington, VA; Laurel,
MD; Charleston, SC
ADM Milling Company
(Shawnee Mission, KS)
Various
Cheley Colorado Camps
(Denver, CO)
Estes Park, CO
Civilian Personnel Office
(Ft. Riley, KS)
Ft. Riley, KS
FTJIC
(Overland Part, KS)
KS, MO, IA, NE, MN,
ND, SD
Parker Hannifin
(Cleveland, OH)
Nationwide
The Procter & Gamble Co.
(Cincinnati, OH)
Kansas City Coffee Plant
Red Lobster Inns of America
(Rolling Meadows. 1L)
Midwest
B: ECON, ACCTG.
FINAN, GBA,
MKTG
GPA 3.0
B: ANY S ALL MAJORS
M OR D: ME. CHE
Summer: ANY S ALL
MAJORS - OPEN
SIGNUP
B: INSYS, JMC, ALL
BUS EXCEPT ACCTG
B OR M: CMPSC, ECON,
ENGL, POLSC, PSYCF
HIST
B: FINAN, GBA
B OR M: AGEC, ACCTG
(Minimum of 6 hrs
ACCTG)
B: EE, ME
OR M: CHE, EE,
ME
B; rlANGT
Figure 2.3: Master Visit List
VISIT OR SCHEDULE CANCELLATION SHEET
Otgmlutlon
m Date Cmc< RM , d _
Phone Call Taken By
Letter Dated Rec'd-By
Other
Canceller "b Naae
^^^ Tftl
/
"ac~Title
.
Complete cancellation of visit, no transfer or replacement datea.
.
Complete cancellation o£ visit, but involving replacement date(a)
No. Schedules
__
M Ttl V TB F 86 87 68 89 90
let Day
H TU W TH F 86 87 88 89 90
No. Schedules
Month 2nd Day
Partial Cancellation
M TD V TH F 86 87 i
Month let Day
.MTUVTBF 86 87 88 89 90
Month 2nd Day
Schedules reduced In nimber fron to
Schedules reduced in length as deecribod:
Other (Explain)
Kecarks
Rea.on for „„c.lJ.tio» : Light Schedule
; Reduc.d «,
u . No.
"""'• Recruiter Convenience; Other
SEE REVERSE SIDE FOP. ACTION REQUIRED
Figure 2.4: Visit or Schedule Update
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CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER
INTERVIEW REQUEST FORMS POSTED ON MONDAY, MARCH 23. 19B7
FOR MONDAY. APRIL 13. 1967
POSTED AT 8 A.M.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
1 Schedule
12/86. 5/87
ANY 8 ALL MAJORS
6 Hours COBOL
GPA 3.0
OPEN SIGNUP FOR MONDAY AND TUESDAY. MARCH 30-31. 1987
PRODUCTION ADVISORY SERVICE. INC. ALL ARICULTURE
1 Schedule each day
Summer - All Classes
Figure 2.5: Daily Update To Master Visit List
DATA SHEET
'-• Tfpe
Name
_____
Other name(s) used now or previously
_
Present Address.
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Career Planning and Placement Canlar
Manhattan. Kmm ee&oe
It I* our policy (o 0*aJ only with »
opportunity amployan end thoaa
complying with PL SO-MO ra conflOan-
tlailly ol rapOTM.
Permanent Address
„
PERSONAL DATA: (Optional)
Blrthdate Height
_
Relevant health consloeratlons
JOB INTERESTS:
Phone (AC)
_
Phone (AC)
_
Citizenship.
(CouMryi
Type of Visa
Available for employment?
_
EDUCATIONAL DATA:
Location Preferences:.
Colleges Attended and Location
G.PA.
Dates ol IM Overall Graduation
Attendance Decree Major Field' Major G.P.A. Date
Grade pomi system a! Kansas State: A«.-l,B--3, C-2
'Other areas of concentration and hours
Percent of college expenses: Working Scholarships
_
Honors, Scholarships. Professional, and Honor Socief les
Community/Extra-curricular activities
_
Special skills, interests, and hobbles
_
OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE: (Include lull and pefllnen! part-time work)
Employer Address Dulles
"X" In block Indicates continuation under related headings on reverse or attachment.
REFERENCES: (Names, tliles. addresses, phone numbers of faculty members, former employers, etc.)
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
_
h l rT,l«! d,™
Doveln 'D
D
fm »' 10" ,s correct to the best ol my knowledoe and. subject to the provisions of PL 83-380. hereby authorize
ImrJ™ .„^r'?° , , •"™?! ***** Xo release m> da,a *"* •** "*"«" information, Including references, to prospect."employers anovor o InitHuttons of higher leamln .
1
have read and understand the statement of Principles and Prec Ices of ColieoePlacement promulgated by me College Placemenl Council, Inc. and promise to comply therewith
Alices 01 Al eg
beau Sacumy Mo (rypac)
Figure 2.6: Student Data Sheet
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CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER
Commercial & Service KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY page No.
Plficemem Manhattan, KS 66506
INTERVIEW REQUEST FORM
INTERESTED CANDIDATES MUST LEAVE DATA SHEET FOR FORWARDING TO THE ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
DATE OF INTERVIEW
HAJOR(S) t, DECREE(S) REQUESTED (Persons with closely RELATED degree, coursework,
or work experience may also request an interview)
GRADUATION DATE(5)
I
1. 19.
2. 20.
3. 21.
4. 22.
S. 23.
6. 24.
7. 25.
8. 26.
9. 27.
10. 28.
11. 29.
12. 30.
13. 31.
14. 32.
15. 33.
16. 34.
17. 35.
18. 36.
Figure 2.7: Interview Request Form
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jt-J^I^^J ! Career Planning and Placement Center
EP i",'A'J ',BJ Manhattan K»nSas66506OMIVWWOW I 913532-6S06
i». m .ii that you torpldi thl» fora 4urlA( your )o* aaarch and raturr. It
v^f. yi-f ircipt • yaalt inn—wh.ih.i or nsi you ara r*|lit«r*d ai tha Car*ay
or»atlor, Ydu mj »1ii, to Mia a pnatocepy for your racordt. TWa Information you »ri>.ia« la
ilnaally and aaUty information 1* n-,i conf Idantlal.
•riot He~c Data of ttairaa
Crtlculgn ot hator Callafa
D**raa: IS w. IC M MM tbD
Luployar TM r job tltla
<otkaf)
»rlo»or iddrui StartLnl data
Urilrii aalary looothlv iroaa) • 1
hot •.;.»!.J. Wei j*at Irui —yloymant traduata '.hoc! at
Matt
Ara you rrflatarad at Lha Camr ri4MLa| aad rLacaaaaat C*fltar1
» T.U .l.b (3 r.t.1.. ,t, UlI. ll« MUtUt.1
Hid. Caraar rl.ou and riaca. e. W it* u. , r,U-
Ho* -any 1ob IntaralaaM hav. ye~ kad!
Hsv many "ncn-latarataw" wilta-ic. apallcatUAa karva ytaa Bad.?
VUnaut Carmar Fl.-v-ln, and Flacaatant Canto* tiilmnd («* yoarr «a*0 i"
Nov mp. Jot Inttrrlava faa*. you kadi
M»v un, noe-LMarviav- vrlLa-ta lyflluuiu «... yon Mali I
Cara.r Ofclaeilva:
IraatMOI fcr n;,\<,,„ rapiaoastatlna;
Aii.latar.ca froo. faculty and csuarcBamta advlaorai
Car..' rl.nnln, and IliCMM CntU NnK.I to you:
<cn-.r]
"i'i! '.^.izri" u^ti™1
tor c" it" *urh •• ift* e,ni1 -ni '" d Tci3, - d ,o *e *« ; •tc.
Figure 2.8: Employment Report
COMPANY
Completed
IRQ
Completed
DES
Uisit/Schedule
Cancellation
PLRCEMENT
CENTER
IRQ
Schedule of
Interuieujs
MUL
Daily Changes
to MUL
STUDENTS
Student Data
Sheet
Interuieuj
Request Form
Employment
Opportunity
Report EOR
Figure 2.9: Form Analysis
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2.2 E-R Diagrams
The interested reader can refer to Cathy Puzzuoli's work [PUZZ87] for a discussion
of the data design, the E-R. and the schema. In this section, we provide the E-R and
the relational schema for clarity. The Entity-Relationship Model, (E-R Model), is a
tool used to determine data structures [TEOS2]. Figure 2.10 gives the attribute list
and student information E-R model which represents the entity student. Figure 2.11
gives the attribute list and the employment report model. Figure 2.12 is the attribute
list and the company information model which represents the company entity. Fig-
ure 2.13 is the attribute list and the perspective employer model. Figure 2.14 is the
attribute list and employment opportunity report model which represents the com-
pany entity. Figure 2.15 is the attribute list and the student address model.
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Student Name Curriculum
Student Number Degree
Student Present Address and Phone College
Student Permanent Address and Phone Curriculum GPA
When Available for Employment Overall GPA
Where Available for Employment Graduation Date
Sex
Attribute List for Student Informant
Student Nome
Student Number
^Key: STUDENT
h NAME AND
| STUDENT
.NUMBER
STUDENT
INFORMATION
Attribute List For Student Information
Figure 2.10: Student Information E-R
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Date Received Company Address
Student Name Starting Salary
New Address of Student Job Description
Curriculum Hired
Degree Seeking Employment
Graduation Date Continuing Education
Company Name
Attribute List Employment Information
Key:STUDEN'
NAME S\%
<f Rdd
STUDENT
Student Nome
Figure 2.11: Employment Information E-R
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Company Name
Company Address and Phone
Contact Name
Contact Address and Phone
Date Received DES
Number of Schedules
Number of Recruiters per Schedule
Interview by GPA
Interview by Curriculum
Which Curriculums Are Accepted
International Candidates Cannot be Interviewed
International Candidates Interviewed without Restriction
Interview Students Holding Permanent Resident Status
Interview U.S. Citizens Only
Attribute List for Company Information
^CDrnpany Nome And Company CMy
INTERVIEW
STATISTIC
MCRUITCR
STATISTIC
Figure 2.12: Company Information E-R
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Company Name
Company Address and Phone
Contact Name
Title
Contact Address and Phone
Attribute List for Perspective Employer
COMPANY
INFORMATION
Key COMPANY
NAME AND
COMPANY
CITY
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
INFORMRTION
PERSPECTIUE
EMPLOYER
INFORMATION
Attribute List For Perspectiue Employer Informntlon
Figure 2.13: Perspective Employer E-R
Dale Received Job Location
Application Deadline Salary
Job Title Company Name
Degree Company Address and Phone
Curriculum Contact Name
Special Requirements Title
Job Description Contact Address and Phone
Attribute List for Employment Opportunity Report
Key: COMPANY
NAME AND
COMPANY
CITY
_
Key: COMPANY
v
NAME AND
I COMPANY
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Figure 2.14: Employment Opportunity Report E-R
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Figure 2.15: Student Address E-R
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2.3 Relational Schema
The formal relational schema is shown below. A relational database is a set of all
the relations in the schemata [UNGS7]. Each relation represents an entity. The rela-
tional data base for this project is shown below. Each of the six relations shown
below, represents an entity.
Below is a list of relations in the database design.
Relation Rl represents the company entity. This relation was developed from
the Company Information E-R model, figure 2.12.
Rl (Company Name, Company City. Company Address, Company Phone, Con-
tact Name, Contact Address, Contact Phone, Interview Schedules, Number of
Recruiters. Interviewing by Dates of Graduation. Special Restrictions)
KEY: (Company Name and Company City)
Relation 2 is represents the Student Information entity in the E-R Model in
figure 2.10.
R2 (Student Name. Student Number, Present Address. Present Phone. Permanent
Address, Permanent Phone. AvaUable for Employment, Overall GPA, Sex.
Curriculum. Degree, Graduation Date, Number of Times Not Shown Up for
Interviews)
KEY: (Student Name and Student Number)
Relation 3 represent the student's employment entity and was generated from
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the Employment Information E-R Model in figure 2.11 using Bernstien's syn-
thesis algorithm.
R3 (Student Name. Company Name. Company Address. Starting Salary, New
Student Address, Job Description, Location of Job, Curriculum, Degree. Gra-
duation Date, Seeking Employment. Hired. Continuing Education)
KEY: (Student Name)
The Perspective Employer E-R model, figure 2.13, is used to derive Relation 4
which represents the employer entity.
R4 (Company Name. Company City. Company Address, Company Phone, Con-
tact Name, Contact Title, Contact Address, Contact Phone)
KEY: (Company Name and Company City)
Relation 5 represent the employment opportunity entity and matches the
Employment Opportunity Report E-R model in figure 2.14.
R5 (Company Name, Company City. Date Received EOR, Application Deadline,
Job Title, Degree, Curriculum. Special Requirements, Job Description. Job
Location. Salary)
KEY: (Company Name. Company City)
Relation 6 represents from the Student Address E-R model in figure 2.15 and
was derived synthetically from Bernstien's algorithm.
R6 (Student Name. Student Number. Present Address. Present Phone, Permanent
Address. Permanent Phone)
KEY: (Student Name and Student Number)
Chapter 3 describes the use of these six relations in the implementation of the
Center's system.
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Chapter 3: Implementation
Since the dBase product line was the chosen software package for the implementation of
the system, a comparison of the versions is discussed in section 3.1. and the application
programs are described in 3.2. Section 3.3 consist of a users guide to the program.
3.1 Comparison of dBase Line
dBase II has several advantages over dBase III. One advantage is that dBase II takes
less space than dBase III, thereby making it more adaptable for programs in floppy
disk systems. The one character commands in dBase II have been expanded by dBase
III to multiple character functions. While this improves legibility for a novice user,
it makes the program bulky and harder to write. It should be noted that dBase III
has no significant execution speed advantage over dBase II for most applications.
dBase III has many advantages over dBase II. dBase III allows the user to keep up to
10 files open at a time. This relives the programmer from having to open and close
files constantly. dBase III lets the user up to 256 memory variables, thereby alleviat-
ing the user from setting up a memory variable file and permitting more activity in
memory and less in database files. Also. dBase III permits up to 128 fields in a
record. Files can be linked together for reporting and other purposes with a new
command called. SET RELATION TO. Numerical accuracy has been extended from
10 digits to 15.9 and three additional math functions. EXP. LOG, and SQRT have
been added. Two new variable types, MEMO and DATE permit more flexibility in
defining fields. dBase III is written in the C language, thereby making it more port-
able and reliable.
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3.2 Application Programs
There are 17 programs which were fully implemented for the Center. These pro-
grams are grouped into the following classes: student application programs, company
application programs, statistical programs, and menus.
3.2.1 Student Application Programs
There are four programs written to allow the user to modify the student data
in the student database, deletest.prg which deletes an entire student's record
from the database. Addstud.prg adds a student to the database. Chgstud.prg
lets the user update fields in the student's record. Emreport.prg allows the
user to view the names of all students with an existing employment report on
file at the Center or to enter an employment report for a student.
3.2.2 Company Application Programs
Three programs modify the company data. They are addcomp.prg which adds
a company to the database, delcomp.prg which deletes a company from the
database, and chgcomp.prg which lets the user update fields in a company
record.
3.2.3 Statistical Programs
Five statistical programs were created to meet the specific needs of the Center.
Statl.prg computes the number of registered students, and then gives the per-
cent of students who are registered and graduating as opposed to those who
are graduating and not registered at the Center. It also informs the Center on
how many registered students have found employment, how many are still
seeking employment, and the number those furthering their education.
Stat2.prg calculates the total number of schedules made by companies, and
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the number of recruiters sent per semester. It lists the number of schedules
made, the number of schedules cancelled, and the percent of schedules kept
by all companies visiting the University.
Stat4.prg is responsible for calculating the number of companies recruiting by
curriculum, grade point average, or both.
Stat5.prg calculates the yearly placement of students by both curriculum and
college.
Stat7.prg computes the statistics for geographic placement of students by
states in the U.S., for each college.
A discussion of each is given in section 3.4.3.
3.2.4 The Menu Structure
Five menu programs were written to allow the user to interact with the sys-
tem. They are the Main Menu, the Student Menu, the Company Menu and
the Print Option Menu, and are discussed below. Submenus were included in
for clarity in connection with the Student and Company Menus (Figure 3.1).
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EOR REPORT
Figure 3.1: Menu Hierarchical Chart
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3.2.4.1 Main Menu
The mainm.prg which gives the user the ability to chose modification
of students, or company records, or perform desired statistics, or the
print menu which allows for various documents to be printed (see
figure 3.2).
3.2.4.1 Company Menu
This menu allows for the addition, deletion or updating of a company
record (see figure 3.3).
3.2.4.2 Student Menu
This menu lets the user chose whether to add. delete, update or enter
an employment report for a student (see figure 3.7).
3.2.4.3 Statistic Menu
This menu allows the user to chose one of six specified statistical cal-
culations (see figure 3.16). These are the calculation of the total
number and percentage of: graduating students, registered students,
the semester recruiting statistics and cancellation rate for all com-
panies, the calculation of companies recruiting by curriculum and/or
grade point average, the yearly placement of students by curriculum,
the yearly placement of students by curriculum and college, and the
statistics for geographic placement by college. All these programs
will be discussed below in the Users Manual.
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3.3 Users Manual
The Center has dBase III on its Zenith 150 and therefore after entering the program
needs to enter <do mainm> when encountering the dBase prompt. The Main Menu
will come to the screen as seen in figure 3.2. The four choices given by this menu are.
Select Company, Select Student, Calculate Statistics, or the Print or View Option.
These options are discussed below. There are some uniform responses to incorrect
menu selections. For any invalid menu selection, the message "Invalid Number. Hit
Any Key To Continue" is given and returns the user to the menu to make another
selection.
*********** a*************************,******,.
MAIN MENU
1. Select Company
2. Select Student
3. Calculate Statistics
4. Exit Program
**************** *****************************
Enter The Number Of Your Selection:
Figure 3.2: Main Menu for Placement Program
3.3.1 Select Company
If entering company information, this is the selection that should be made.
There are three options that can be taken, adding a company, delete a
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company, or update a company as seen in figure 3.3. Each of these options
are discussed below.
*********************************************
COMPANY INFORMATION MENU
1. Add A New Company
2. Update Company Information
3. Delete A Company
4. Return To Main Menu
*********************************************
Enter The Number Of Your Selection:
Figure 3.3 Company Information Menu
3.3.1.1 Add A Company Record
In chosing this menu option the user has the choice of adding a com-
pany, viewing all existing companies in the data base, or quitting
(returning to select company menu. If the option to add is chosen,
the user is prompted to enter the company name and the city where
the company resides; these two fields are the keys to this relation.
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If the company is already in the data base, the user is so informed
and upon striking any key, is returned to the submenu.
If the company is not in the data base, the company name and city is
displayed and the user is asked to confirm that the company is to be
added (figure 3.4). This confirmation is to check for any errors in the
name and city that may have occurred. A Company input template is
then displayed (figure 3.5) and the user can then enter the desired
data into the data fields. When finished the user is asked whether the
record is to be saved to the database. If so, the company is added to
the database and the user is asked whether or not they wish to save
the modified database. When the user confirms that they wish to
save the modified database, it is displayed on the screen that is has
been saved.
No Record On File For:
COMPANY: XEROX CORPORATION
CITY: KANSAS CITY
Would You Like To ADD This Company?
1. To ADD
2. To ENTER Another Company
3. To QUIT
Enter Choice:
Figure 3.4: Adding A New Company
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COMPANY INFORMATION
NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:
DES NAME:
PHONE:
INDUSTRY:
XEROX CORPORATION SCHEDULES & NO. OF RECRUITERS
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA
1. NN NN
2. NN NN
3. NNNN
A. NN NN
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA
KANSAS CITY
(NNN)NNN-NNNNN
cccccccccccc
5. NN NN
6. NN NN
7. NN NN
TOTAL SCH: NN
CANCELLED: NN
RECEIVED: MM/DD/YY
(NNN)NNN-NNNNN
AAAAAAAAAAAA WK LOCATION:
INTERVIEWING INFORMATION
CURRICULUM(S): NNNN NNNN SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: (Y/N)
NNNN NNNN FR B SO B JU B
SR B GR B NON B
GRADUATES: DEC NN MAY NN
AUG NN DEC NN
INTERNL: No Reslr. B US Only B Perm Resident B Cant Interview B
KEY
A Alphanumeric (0..9,a..Z)
f-; Boolean (0,1.Y,N)
C Characters (a..Z)
D Days(01..31)
M Months (01.. 12}
N Numeric (0..9)
Y Years (00..99)
Figure 3.5: Company Input Template
3.3.1.2 Delete a Company Record
This option works in much the same manner as adding a company.
Upon entry, the user may chose one of three options, to delete, to
view all company names in the database, or to quit and return to the
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Select Company Menu.
If deleting, the user is asked for the company name and the city in
which the the company resides. If the company is not found in the
database, the user is given two options: to enter another company
name and city or to quit and return to the Select Company Menu.
If the company is found, it is displayed and the user is given the
option of deleting or returning to enter another company name and
city, or quitting this option (Figure 3.6). If the user decides to delete,
it must be confirmed, and is notified on the screen that the company
has been removed from the database. If the decision to delete is not
confirmed, notification that the company has not be removed is
displayed.
This Company Is In The Database As:
COMPANY NAME: XEROX CORPORATION
ADDRESS: 1212 HANEY STREET
P.O. BOX 2323
KANSAS CITY. MO
1. To DELETE
2. To CONTINUE
3. To QUIT
Enter Choice:
Figure 3.6: Display of Company to be Deleted
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3.3.1.3 Update A Company Record
Upon entering the user is given three options: to change one or more
fields in a company record, to view all company names and
corresponding cities in the database or to return to the Select Com-
pany Menu.
If chosing to update a company, the user is prompted to enter the
company name, and then the city where the company resides. If the
company is not found, the user has the following options: to enter
another company name and city, or to return to the Select Company
Menu.
If the company is found the two options are to change the company
information to enter another company name and city or the return to
the Select Company Menu. If the option to change is taken, the
company's record is displayed with the cursor at the first changeable
field. The user may change the field or hit return to go to the next
field until all fields have been reviewed or changed. Upon hitting
return after the last field the user is taken back to the submenu.
3.3.2 Select Student
This option allows the user to add new students to the student data base. Fig-
ure 3.7 shows the Student Information Menu which gives the four options:
adding a student, updating a student, deleting a student or creating/viewing an
employment report for a student. All options are discussed in detail below.
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***** *********** ******** *********************
STUDENT INFORMATION MENU
1. Add A Student
2. Change Student Information
3. Delete A Student
4. Employment Report
5. Return To Main Menu
*********************************************
Enter The Number Of Your Selection:
Figure 3.7 Student Information Menu
3.3.2.1 Add A Student Record
To add a student to this data base, the student must have a unique
student number. Upon entering this selection the user is given three
options: to add a student, to view all student names in the data base,
or to quit and return to the Main Menu (figure 3.8).
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ADD A STUDENT
1. To ADD A Student
2. To VIEW ALL Students In Database
3. To QUIT
Enter Choice:
Figure 3.8: Add A Student Menu
If chosing to add a student, the user is prompted for a student
number. If this number is already in the data base, the number and
the student name associated with it is displayed, and the user is
prompted to hit any key to return to the submenu (figure 3.9).
This Student Is Already In The DataBase As:
Bridget T. Vanek
Hit Any Key To Continue
Figure 3.9: Message If Student Already In Database
If the number is not found in the data base, the user has three
options, to add the student that corresponds with the number, to
enter another number (this number was not entered correctly), or the
quit and return to the Main Menu (figure 3.10).
No Record On File For This Student.
Would You Like To ADD This Student?
1. To ADD This Student.
2. To ENTER Another Student Number.
3. To QUIT.
Enter Choice:
Figure 3.10: Message If Student Not In Database
If the decision to add is made, the user is prompted to enter the
student's first name, and last name (figure 3.11). A input template is
then placed on the screen for the users convenience (figure 3.12). The
student's name, and number is displayed in the heading. Pertinent
information can now be entered. The cursor is moved field to field by
striking the < return> key. The user can use the < backspace> key
to return to previously entered fields. When finished entering, the
user is prompted for confirmation in order for the student to be saved
in the data base.
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Enter Student First Name: XXXXXXXXXXXX
Enter Student Middle Initial: X
Enter Student Last Name: XXXXXXXXXXXX
Figure 3.11: Entering New Students Name To Database
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STUDENT INFORMATION
FOR STUDENT: Bridget T. Vanek
NUMBER: 333333333
Local Street Address
City
Local Area Code/Phone Number (NNN)-NNN-NNNN
Permanent Street Address
City
Area Code/Phone Number
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA State CC Zip Code NNNNN
cccccccccccc
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
cccccccccccc
(NNN)-NNN-NNNN
State CC Zip Code NNNNN
Sex C
Date Available For Employment MM/DD/YY
Overall GPA N.NNN
College; NNNN
Graduation Date (mm/yy) MM/YY
Is This Student Registered? (Y/N) B
Curriculum GPA N.NNN
Curriculum Code: NNNN Degree: NNN
No. of No 5110*5: NN
KEY
A Alphanumeric (0..9,a..Z)
B Boolean (0.1.Y.N)
c Characters (a..Z)
D Days (01. .31)
M Months (01..12)
N Numeric (0..9)
y Years (00..99)
Figure 3.12: Student Input Template
3.3.2.2 Delete A Student Record
Upon entering this selection, the user has four options: to delete by
the student number, to delete by the student's name, to view all the
students in the data base, or to quit and return to the Main Menu.
If the user choses to delete by student name or number and the
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sludent is not in the data base; the user is informed there is no record
for this student before control is returned to the submenu.
If the student is found, the student name and number are displayed
and the user has three options: to continue with the deletion process,
the enter another student name or number, or to quit and return to
the submenu.
If continuation of the deletion process is selected, a confirmation is
requested and the deletion takes place. This is so noted to the user.
3.3.2.3 Update A Student Record
As in the deletion of a student, the user is given the option of looking
up the student's record by the student's name or the student's
number. In either case if a corresponding record is not found, the
user is notified and returned to the submenu.
If a record is found, the student's name and number are displayed
and the user has three options available: to go into the record and
make changes, to enter another student name or number or to return
to the Select Student Menu.
If the option to change a student's record is taken, the record is
displayed and the fields can be changed by moving the cursor around
to the desired fields and typing in the changes. Once the changes are
made a message is displayed that the changes have been saved to the
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database (figure 3.13).
These Changes Have Been Saved. Hit Any Key To Continue.
Figure 3.13: Message After Making Changes To A Student Record.
3.3.2.4 Employment Report
An employment report is out when a student gets a job or alterna-
tively at the end of the semester. To file an employment report the
student must be registered at the Center. The user upon making this
selection, is has three options: to add an employment report for a stu-
dent, to view an employment report for a student who has already
filed one, or to return to the student menu, see figure 3.14. If the
user chooses to view an employment report, the student's first and
last name is asked for. see figure 3.15.
Employment Report
1. To ADD An Employment Report
2. To VIEW An Employment Report
3. To QUIT
Enter Choice:
Figure 3.14: Menu For Employment Report
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Vie-w An Employment Report
Enter Students First Name: XXXXXXXXXXXX
Last Name: XXXXXXXXXXXX
Figure 3.15: Request To View Employment Report Input
If the student does not have an employment report it is so stated and
the user can return to the employment menu by striking any key. If
the student has an employment report it is displayed on the screen.
The user is allowed to view but cannot change any fields. The user
can continue by striking any key.
If the user choses to add an employment report, the prompt for the
students first and last name is encountered. If the student is not
registered a message is stating that the student first needs to have a
data sheet on file at the center before filing an employment report, see
figure 3.16. If the student is registered an input template is placed on
the screen, see figure 3.17. The user may enter the appropriate data.
When finished, the user is asked whether or not they wish to save the
report.
Enter Student First Name: XXXXXXXXXXXXX
Last Name: XXXXXXXXXXXX
Need to Input A Student Data Sheet First.
Hit Any Key To Continue.
Figure 3.16: Employment Report For Student Not Registered
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT REPORT
STUDENT NAME: Bridget V.nek
CURRICULUM: NNNNN DECREE CODE: NNN
NEW ADDRESS: EMPLOYED BY:
STREET:
STREET: AAAAAAAAA STREET:
CITY: CCCCCCCCC CITY:
STATE/ZIP: CC NNNNN STATE/ZIP:
DATE: MM/DD/YY
DATE DEGREE: MM/YY
AAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAA
CCCCCCCCCC
CC NNNNN
FOUND A JOB? (Y/N) B
If You Found A Job: SALARY/Month:
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A JOB:
ARE YOU SEEKING EMPLOYMENT? B
ARE YOU CONTINUING YOUR EDUCATION?
JNNNNN.NN
JOB DESCRIPTION:
LOCALE (State):
Hit Any Key To Continue.
KEY
A Alphanumeric (0..9.a..Z)
B Boolean (0,1,Y.N)
c Characters (a..Z)
II Days (01..31)
M Months (01.. 12)
N Numeric (0..9)
Y Years (00..99)
Figure 3.17: Student Employment Report.
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If the student already has an employment report on file, the user is
told that an employment report cannot be entered as there is already
one on file for that student.
3.3.3 Calculate Statistics
The calculation of specific statistics by the system is discussed in this section. The
user has five statistical functions to chose from: the yearly total and percentage of
registered students by curriculum, semester recruiting statistics, the number of
companies that recruit by curriculum, gpa or both, the yearly employment statis-
tics by college and curriculum, and the geographic placement by curriculum. Fig-
ure 3.18 shows the statistics menu and options.
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*********************************************
CALCULATE STATISTICS MENU
1. Yearly Total & Percentage of Students By Curriculum
2. Semester Recruiting Statistics & Cancellation Rate
3. Companies Recruiting By Curriculum And/Or Degree
A. Yearly Employment Statistics By College & Curriculum
5. Yearly Geographic Placement by Curriculum
6. Return To Main Menu
*********************************************
Enter The Number Of Your Selection:
Figure 3.18: Calculate Statistics Menu.
3.3.3.1 Yearly Total and Percentage of Students by Curriculum
When entering this program the user is prompted to enter a date of gra-
duation. All students graduating by this date will ge used in the calcu-
lations. Next the user is prompted for the total number of graduates.
This number is calculated by the University Registrar office. It includes
all students, not those just registered by at the Center. The output
includes: the number of registered students at the Center, the number
of these students that found employment, the number still seeking
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employment and those students who are furthering there education, see
figure 3.19.
Calculation of Total and Percentage of
Graduating Students
Enter Date (mm/dd/yy): 05/25/87
Enter Total Number of Graduates: 1000
Total Number of Graduating Students: 100
Graduating Student Registered: 20%
Hired:
Seeking Employment: 10%
Graduate School: 2%
Calculations Have Been Completed.
Hit Any Key To Continue.
Figure 3.19: Calculation of Graduating Students
3.3.3.2 Semester Recruiting Statistics and Cancellation Rate
This program calculates the total number of schedules made by all
companies. It also computes the number of recruiters sent and the
number of canceled schedules. With this information it calculates the
percent of companies that did show up as planned, see figures 3.20 and
3.21.
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Calculation of Recruiting Statistics and
Cancellation Rate For All Companies
Calculations Have Been Completed.
Hit Any Key To Continue.
Figure 3.20: Semester Recruiting Screen
Schedules Schedules Number of % Schedules
Made Cancelled Recruiters Kept
200 20 40 90%
Hit Any Key To Continue.
Figure 3.21: Semester Recruiting Output
3.3.3.3 Companies Recruiting by Curriculum and/or GPA
This calculates the total number of companies who recruit by curricu-
lum, grade point average or both. After chosing this option, a message
lets the user know that calculations are underway, see figure 3.22.
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Calculation of Companies Recruiting By
Curriculum and/or GPA
Calculations Have Been Completed.
Hit Any Key To Continue.
Figure 3.22: Companies Recruiting By Curriculum and/or GPA Screen.
After striking any key. figure 3.23 appears on the screen giving the
number of companies recruiting by the aforementioned.
Company Recruiting Information
150 Companies Recruiting by Curriculum
100 Companies Recruiting by GPA
200 Companies Recruiting by Both
Hit Any Key To Continue.
Figure 3.23: Company Recruiting Information Output
3.3.3.4 Yearly Employment Statistics By College & Curriculum
This selection calculates the number of students employed by college
and curriculum, see figure 3.24. The user can view the statistics by
either college or curriculum, see figure 3.25.
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Calculation of Placement Information
By Curriculum
And Now Calculating Totals By College
Calculations Have Been Completed.
Hit Any Key To Continue
Figure 3.24: Company Recruiting Information Screen
View The Statistics?
1. To View Totals By Colleges
2. To View Total By Curriculum
3. To Quit
Enter Choice:
_
Figure 3.25: Submenu for Company Recruiting Information
If the user selects to view the totals by colleges, figure 3.26 appears.
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*«««< PLACEMENT TOTALS BY COLLEGE *««*«
College
Colleges Totals
All Agriculture 20
All Arts & Sciences ]25
All Business 75
All Business Except Accounting 70
All College Architecture & Design 12
All Education Majors 35
All Engineering 50
All Home Economics 15
Hit Any Key To Continue
Figure 3.26: Output of Placement Statistics by College.
Striking any key returns the user to the submenu in figure 3.25. The
user may choose the option to view the totals by curriculum in which
will result in each college being placed on the screen one at a time.
Beneath each college will be a listing of those curriculums in the college
in which students found employment. The number of students is also
displayed, see figure 3.27.
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««»«»»* PLACEMENT TOTALS BY CURRICULUM »««»**«
College of Arts and Sciences
Curriculum Number
Code Name Employed
26 Anthropology 2
.10 Biology 5
33 Computer Science 25
39 Geology 9
43 Information Systems 12
56 Physics 4
63 Social Work 10
Hit Any Key To Continue To Next College
Figure 3.27: Output of Placement Statistics By Curriculum
3.3.3.5 Yearly Geographic Placement by Curriculum
This program computes the geographic placement of students within the
United States. The user has the option of choosing which college it
would like to calculate, see figure 3.28. This program was designed and
implemented. Displaying the results to the screen was extremely
messy. Therefore it was recommended that the program would need to
print the results to a printer. For further discussion on this feature, see
Chapter 4.
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Computing Statistics For Geographic Placement By College
1. College of Agriculture
2. College of Architecture & Design
3. College of Arts & Sciences
4. College of Business Administration
5. College of Education
6. College of Engineering
7. College of Human Ecology
Enter Choice:
Figure 3.28: Menu for Geographic Placement by College
3.3.3.6 Statistic Specification
These specific statistics were implemented for the following reasons, they were
specified by the Center, they are commonly used, and they require a lengthy com-
mand sequence. The Center specified what statistics they wanted produced and
because of they were frequently used and lengthy we concurred. These statistics
are calculated at the end of each semester and/or school year. Since the Center
requires a historical record of these statistics, storing the results in a database
makes this easy. The shortest statistic program written is thirty-four lines long.
Implementing these statistics programs therefore eliminates the need for good
background knowledge of the dBase III command language.
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Chapter 4: Future Work
The size of the project was such that it would take at least three graduate students to
bring the project to completion. Only two students were available, so the project was
designed but not completely implemented. The various subprojects involved were proto-
typed and were accomplished in order of priority. Even though incomplete, the system is
very functional. There are two phases that remain unfinished. These are an application
program to produce an EOR Report, and the capability to get a professionally formatted
listing of the results of all the various application programs. These deficiencies are dis-
cussed below.
4.1 EOR Report
An Employment Opportunity Report is generated when a prospective employer
informs the Center of a job opportunity. This company is not going to come to
the University to interview applicants, instead applicants are notified of the
opening when it is posted in the Job Opportunity Bulletin. The applicants are
given the name of the company, information about the job, and who to contact.
This bulletin is published on the first and fifteenth of every month.
A entity was created for the EOR Report. The application programs to insert,
delete and modify data for this entity were not implemented. These will be
simple to do as there are only three fields to be manipulated. Data is inserted,
saved, and then a formated printout is produced. There are no calculations
involved.
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4.2 Print Outs
The Center needs hard copy reports for some of its functions and would like the
capability to produce such for all of its applications. Two critical reports are
the Master Visit List, produced at the beginning of each semester, and the Job
Opportunity Bulletin, printed every two weeks. The third document would
include a list of companies that need information about the Center. These
might be new companies, or companies needing current information. Figure 4.1
shows the print menu.
*********************************************
PRINT OPTION MENU
1. Scheduled Employment Interview (MVL)
2. Posting Schedule (Daily)
3. Companies That Need Literature
4. Return To Main Menu
*********************************************
Enter The Number Of Your Selection:
Figure 4.1: Print Option Menu
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Chapter 5: Results & Extensions
The results of the implementation project and future extensions are given in the fol-
lowing sections.
5.1 Results
The results of this project include:
A. Design of a complete system for the business and industry placement of
a major university's placement center.
B. Implement a major portion of the system:
1. dBase files
2. dBase programs
a. Add, delete, and update student files
b. Add, delete, and update company files
c. Calculate statistics
3. Menu Driven System
C. Installation of that portion of the system
D. Collection of information on the process of moving an artisan office to
an electronic office
5.2 Complications Involving Artisan Office Conversion
Some complications arise when dealing with an artisan office. As mentioned in
Section 1.1, individuals work independently of one another at their tasks in an
artisan style of office. If two or more people do the same task they often have
different ways of achieving the goal. This is the case at the Center. Therefore,
during the design process more people had to be considered. There was. as a
result of the artisan environment, no authority to make decisions when
conflicting design criteria arose. There was no one person who knew exactly
how all work was carried to completion.
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Many times compromises had to be made between two or more parties and our
job became one of facilitating that compromise through meetings, design sugges-
tions, and prototype systems. The design process was also extended, as some
issues were approached more than once after a group decision had been made.
The maintenance of an artisan office was desired because of the advantages such
an environment has, namely, employee motivation.
5.3 Extensions
The system itself can be extended to increase its capability for the business and
industry placement. Some of these extensions are given below.
5.3.1 Mini Data Sheet
Companies would like to get a mini-data sheet on registered students
who meet some basic criteria. This sheet might include, curriculum,
graduation date and desired work location. Such a sheet could be
easily be produced by implementing the appropriate application pro-
gram.
5.3.2 Letter Generator
The Center would like to generate letters and labels to students and
prospective employers. The letters might be requesting employment
information from students or sending out information about the
Center to companies.
5.3.3 Command Front End
Menus were designed as this artisan office had little experience with
computers. The menus gave the Center both ease in use and a quick
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start. After extensive use though, menus can become burdensome
and slow. A command front end might be useful to speed up the
program.
5.4 Educational Placement
The placement of preschool, primary, and secondary, and junior college teachers
has not been developed. Because that process is so different we are recommend
that business and industry be accomplished mutually. A large second project
would be the design and implementation of this system.
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* This program, mainm.prg, displays the main menu and allows
* the selection to the company, student, statistics or print
* options.
********************* ******mt*********.*t*****************.***********
* Database Used: None
* Memory File: msave
* Index File: None
*********************************************#**********************
set confirm on
set safety off
clear all
set talk off
restore from msave
do while
-T.
clear
? ****************************************#*****#*#****»•
?
?
?" MAIN MENU'
?
?
?
?
?
1. Select Company'
2. Select Student'
?
? ' 3. Calculate Statistics'
?
4. Print or View Options'
?
5. Exit Program'
?
?
9 ******************************************************
?
@20,9 say 'Enter The Number Of Your Selection: '
mselect =
'
©20,46 get mselect picture '9'
read
do case
case mselect = "1"
do comenu
case mselect = '2'
do stumenu
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case mselecl '3'
do calcmenu
case mselecl - *4'
do prtmenu
case mselect = "5"
save to msave
release all
exit
otherwise
clear
@9,20 say 'Not A Valid Selection.'
@16,20 say "Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
endcase mselect
enddo
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************************************************ ********************
* This program, comenu.prg. puts up a menu for selections to
* manipulate the company database.
************#************#***#***# **********************************
* Database Used: None
* Memory File: msave
* Index File: None
*********************************#3C#*** i(1*» J);»;*+* 1(;*^»**I(!^#»»,*S»#;(^* ;4;
set safety off
clear all
restory from msave
set talk off
clear
do while .T.
******************************************************.
7
' COMPANY INFORMATION MENU"
?
7
1. Add A New Company'
?
2. Update Company Information"
?
3. Delete A Company'
?
*? ' 4. Add An EOR'
*?
4. Return To Main Menu'
?
?
? ******************************************************
?
©22.9 say 'Enter The Number Of Your Selection: '
ms = '
'
@22,46 get ms picture "9'
read
do case
case ms = "1*
do addcomp
case ms - '2'
do chgcomp
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case ms = '3'
do delcomp
* not available
* case ms - "4"
* do addeor
case ms = 'A'
return
otherwise
clear
@9,20 say "Not A Valid Selection. '
@16.20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
endcase ms
clear all
enddo
return
set confirm on
set safety off
clear all
do while ,T.
clear
set talk off
restore from msave
clear
*********************************************
?" STUDENT INFORMATION MENU'
?
?
? " 1. Add A Student'
7
?
*
2. Change Student Information'
?
? ' 3. Delete A Student'
?
4. Employment Report"
?
?
*
5. Return To Main Menu'
?
?
? ******************************************************
?
@20,9 say 'Enter The Number Of Your Selection: '
msel = '
'
@20,46 get msel picture '9'
read
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@20,46 get msel picture '9'
read
do case
case msel = "1*
do addstud
case msel = '2'
do chgstud
case msel = '3'
do deletest
case msel = 'A'
do emreport
case msel = '5'
return
otherwise
clear
@9.20 say "Not A Valid Selection."
@16,20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
endcase msel
clear all
enddo
return
**************** ****************************************************
* This program, calcmenu.prg, puts up a menu for calculating
* statistics.
************************ ********************************************
* Database Used: None
* Memory File : msave
* Index File: None
************************ ********************************************
* set up
set safety off
clear
set talk off
restore from msave
do while .t.
clear
?
7 • ********************************************************
?
CALCULATE STATISTICS MENU'
1. Yearly Total & Percentage of Students by Curriculum'
2. Semester Recruiting Statistics & Cancellation Rate'
3. Companies Recruiting by Curriculum and/or GPA'
4. Yearly Employment Statistics by College and Curriculum'
5. Yearly Geographic Placement by Curriculum'
6. Return To Main Menu'
******** *************************«*»»*********„„, ;,^,.
©23,7 say 'Enter The Number Of Your Selection: '
mselect = '
'
@23,44 get mselect picture '9'
read
do case
case mselect = '1'
do statl
case mselect - '2'
do stat2
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case mselect = '3'
do stat4
case mselect = '4'
do stat5
case mselect = '5'
do stat 7
case mselect = '6'
return
otherwise
clear
©9,20 say 'Not A Valid Selection.'
@16,20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue."
wait
loop
endcase mselect
enddo
return
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************************************************ ***^^
* This program, prtmenu.prg, displays the print options and
* allows the selection of one.
* Database Used: None
* Memory File: msave
* Index File: None
***************************** **************************************
clear
set talk off
restore from msave
clear
PRINT OPTION MENU"
1. Sceduled Employment Interview (MVL)'
2. Posting Schedule (Daily)'
3. Companies That Need to Send Literature'
?
A. Return To Main Menu"
?
?
?
7
*
******************************************************
7
accept
'
Enter The Number Of Your Selection: ' to mselect
do while .T.
do case
case mselect = *1"
do inview
case mselect = '2'
do posting
case mselect = "3"
do liter
case mselect = 'A'
return
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otherwise
accept 'Invalid Selection, Please Try Again ' to mselect
loop
endcase mselect
enddo
return
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**************************w*#w&*mmi**mitm*m#&*mw*******
* This program addcomp.prg. adds a company to the company
* database compinfo.
****************** ******»**»**»*********»»*»,^^^^^^^^^^^^^
* Database Used: compinfo
* Memory File : maddcomp
* Index File : ndxcompinfo
*******************************************^^^
* setup
set safety oif
set confirm on
set talk off
set exact off
restore from maddcomp
* maintenance for index file
use compinfo
index on trim(coname) - trim(cocity) to ndxcompinfo
set index to ndxcompinfo
reindex
use compinfo index ndxcompinfo
count to mrec2
* if dbase empty
if recno() = 1
insert blank
insert blank before
endif
manswer = '
'
set device to screen
do while upper(manswer) - ' "
use compinfo index ndxcompinfo
reindex
clear
choice = ' '
@3,25 say 'ADD A NEW COMPANY"
@10.25 say 1. ADD A Company"
©11,25 say '2. VIEW All Companies In File"
@ 12.25 say '3. To QUIT"
@14,25 say 'Enter Choice:"
@14,42 get choice picture '9*
read
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do case
case choice - '3'
save to maddcomp
return
case choice - '2'
clear
set heading off
use
use compinfo
?' COMPANY NAME CITY STATE'
7
display all coname, cocity. costate off
?
Hit Any Key To Continue'
wait
loop
case choice - "1"
clear
skey -
'
©9.17 say 'Enter The Company Name: '
©10,17 get skey picture xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx'
read
skey - upper(skey)
ckey — ' '
©12.17 say 'Enter The City: '
©13.17 get ckey picture 'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx'
read
ckey - upper(ckey)
cokey = trim(skey) - trim(ckey)
find &cokey
* company not in dbase
if eofO
clear
madd = ' '
©5.20 say 'No Record On File For:'
©7.20 say 'COMPANY: -
©7.35 say skey
@8.20 say •CITY: "
©8,35 say ckey
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(§11.20 say 'Would You Like To ADD This Company7
(513.20 say "1. To ADD '
(§14,20 say '2. To ENTER Another Company'
(§15.20 say '3. To QUIT'
(§17.20 say 'Enter Choice:'
(§17.36 get madd picture '9'
read
do case
case madd - '1'
use
use compinfo
numsched =
numcancl -
* open new format file
set format to comp
count to mreccount
goto top
insert
close format
count to mrec2
clear
replace no_sched with
replace cancelcnt with
if mrec2 < > mreccount
myn = ' '
(§9.20 say 'Do you want to SAVE this (Y/N)? '
@9.55 get myn picture 'a'
read
if myn - 'Y' .or. myn = 'y'
* adding record to company database
replace record 2 coname with upper(skey)
replace record 2 cocity with upper(ckey)
number =
save to maddcomp
do count sched
restore from maddcomp
replace no_sched with number
reindex
(§11,20 say 'This Information Has Been SAVED.'
(§17,20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
else
delete record 2
* deletes from dbase
pack
endif
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else
* input error
@10.20 say 'Please Enter Information BEFORE You Hit <RETURN>.
@16,20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
endif
case madd = '2'
* return to menu
loop
case madd = '3'
save to maddcomp
return
* return to company information menu
otherwise
clear
@10,20 say 'Invalid Value Entered. Not a < 1.2,3> . '
©16,20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
endcase madd
else
* confirm correct company
clear
@S,20 say 'This Company Is Already In The Database As" '
©10.20 say 'COMPANY:'
©10,35 say coname
@1 1.20 say "ADDRESS:'
@ 11.35 say costrl
@ 12.35 say costr2
@13.35 say trim(cocity) + V + " " + costate + " " + cozip
©18.20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue."
wait '
'
loop
endif
otherwise
clear
©10.20 say 'Invalid Number. Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
endcase choice
enddo
save to maddcomp
return
* return control back to company menu
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' This program, delcomp.prg. deletes a company from the company
' data base by company number or company name.
' Database Used: compinfo
' Memory File: mdelcomp
: Index File: ndxcompinfo
»>»i»»Mimi»Binin)BBi>B«am ,BmBU,OTBmmm,m
set safety off
set talk off
set exact on
set heading off
restore from mdelcomp
* maintenance on index file
use compinfo
index on trim(coname) - trim(cocity) to ndxcompinfo
set index to ndxcompinfo
reindex
manswer = ' '
set device to screen
* loop to continue deleting companies
do while upper(manswer) - ' '
clear
(§3,20 say 'DELETE A COMPANY'
(§10.20 say ' 1. DELETE by Company Name'
(§11.20 say ' 2. VIEW All Companies In Database'
@12.20 say ' 3. To QUIT'
(§14.20 say ' Enter Choice: '
choice =
'
(§14.37 get choice picture '9'
read
do case
case choice « '1'
* deleting by company name
clear
(§7.20 say 'Enter Company Name: '
skey « '
(§8.20 get skey picture 'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx'
read
skey - upper(skey)
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(§10.20 say 'Enter The City The Company Resides In: '
ckey -
'
(§11.20 get ckey picture xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx'
read
ckey - upper(ckey)
compkey - trim(skey) - trimCckey)
case choice = '2'
clear
use
use compinfo
?' COMPANY NAME STREET CITY'
?
display all coname, costrl , cocity off
?
Hit Any Key To Continue'
wait
loop
case choice '3'
* option to quit
save to mdelcomp
otherwise
* Didn't select a valid (1/2)
clear
@9.20 say ' Invalid Number. Hit Any Key To Continue. '
wait
loop
endcase choice
if choice = '1'
* key to index file is company name and city
use compinfo index ndxcompinfo
clear
reindex
find &compkey
endif
* if company name has not been found,ask to either continue or auit
if eofO *
@7.20 say 'No Record On File For This Company To Delete '
(§9.20 say 'COMPANY:'
(§9,35 say skey
<§ 10.20 say 'CITY: '
(§10,35 say ckey
(§16.20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
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wait
loop
else
* confirm correct company to delete
clear
©5,20 say This Company Is In The Database As" '
©7.20 say 'COMPANY NAME:"
©7,35 say coname
©8.20 say 'ADDRESS: -
@8,35 say costrl
©9.35 say costr2
@ 10.35 say trim(cocity) + ','+" + costate + " ' + cozip
©13,20 say '1. To DELETE"
@14.20 say -2. To CONTINUE'
©15.20 say "3. To QUIT"
@17.20 say 'Enter Choice: '
md = ' '
©17.36 get md picture '9"
read
do case
case md = " 1
'
clear
@9.20 say 'DELETE This Company (Y/N)? '
mdele -= ' '
@9,50 get mdele picture 'a'
read
if mdele - 'Y" .or. mdele - 'y'
delete
pack
@11.20 say 'This Company Has Been DELETED."
©17,20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue."
wait
loop
else
©11.20 say 'This Company Has NOT Been DELETED.'
©17.20 say "Hit Any Key To Continue."
wait
loop
endif
case md = '2'
loop
case md - '3'
save to mdelcomp
return
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otherwise
clear
@9,20 say "Invalid Number. Hit Any Key To Continue.
wait
loop
endcase md
enddo
save to mdelcomp
return
* return control back to company menu
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* This program, chgcomp.prg. updates a company file.
******** ******************************** ********;t####3W####3^S!h|:
* Database Used: Compinfo
* Memory File: mchgcomp
* Index File: ndxcompinfo
************»*****»»*»*^,»*„^^##,^^^,#^#M^^t^s^^^t^#^##t;(:;t;s,
* set up
set safety off
set talk off
set exact off
set heading off
* maintenance for index file
use compinfo
index on trim(coname) - trim(cocity) to ndxcompinfo
set index to ndxcompinfo
reindex
restore from mchgcomp
use compinfo index ndxcompinfo
manswer - '
set device to screen
do while upper(manswer) = ' '
clear
@3.13 say 'UPDATE COMPANY INFORMATION'
©11.20 say "1. CHANGE By Company Name'
@12,20 say '2. VIEW All Companies In Database"
©13.20 say '3. To QUIT"
©15.20 say "Enter Choice: "
choice -= '
'
©15.36 get choice picture '9'
read
do case
case choice '1'
* changing by company name
clear
©9.20 say 'ENTER Company Name: '
skey =
'
©10.20 get skey picture 'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx'
read
skey «= upper(skey)
©12.20 say 'ENTER The City The Company Resides In: '
ckey = '
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(§13,20 get ckey picture xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx'
read
ckey = upper(ckey)
cokey = trim(skey) - trim(ckey)
case choice - '2'
clear
use compinfo
?'COMPANY NAME STREET CITY'
display all coname. costrl, cocity off
use
?
Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
case choice - '3'
save to mchgcomp
return
otherwise
clear
©9.20 say 'Invalid Number. Hit Any Key To Continue. 1
wait
loop
endcase choice
if choice = '1'
* key for this index is coname - cocity
use compinfo index ndxcompinfo
clear
reindex
find &cokey
endif
if eofO
©7.20 say 'No Record On File For This Company. '
©9,20 say 'COMPANY:'
©9.35 say skey
©10.20 say 'CITY: '
010.35 say ckey
©17.20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
else
* confirm correct company for changing info
clear
©5.20 say 'This Company Is In The Database As- '
07.20 say 'COMPANY NAME:'
©7,35 say coname
09.20 say 'CITY :'
@9.35 say trim(cocity)
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©12.20 say "1. To CHANGE INFORMATION
@13,20 say '2. To ENTER Another *
@14,20 say '3. To QUIT'
@16,20 say "Enter Choice: '
mchange = ' '
@16.36 get mchange picture "9"
read
mrecno = recnoC)
do case
case mchange = "1*
use
use compinfo
goto mrecno
tempi - schedl
temp2 = sched2
temp3 m sched3
temp4 = sched4
temp5 = sched5
temp6 = sched6
temp7 -= sched7
numsched = no_sched
numcancl = cancelcnt
set format to comp
change record mrecno
close format
save to mchgcomp
goto mrecno
do addsched
restore from mchgcomp
replace no_sched with nsched
goto mrecno
save to mchgcomp
do sched
restore from mchgcomp
use
case mchange = '2'
loop
case mchange = '3*
save to mchgcomp
return
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otherwise
clear
©9,20 say 'Invalid Value Entered. Not a < 1.2,3 >
.
@16,20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
endcase mchange
enddo
save to mchgcomp
return
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do case
case choice -= '3'
save to maddstud
return
case choice = "2*
clear
use sinfo
?'LAST NAME FIRST NAME STUDENT NUMBER"
7
display all slastnam, sfirstnm, ssn off
?
?
*
Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
'
loop
case choice -= '1'
clear
set confirm off
skey =
@10.18 say 'Enter Student Number: '
©11.18 get skey picture '@r 999-99-9999'
read
find &skey
if eof()
set confirm on
madd = ' '
clear
@7.18 say 'No Record On File For This Student.'
@10,18 say "Would You Like To ADD This Student?*
©12.18 say '1. To ADD This Student'
©13.18 say '2. To ENTER Another Student Number'
©14,18 say '3. To QUIT'
©16.18 say 'Enter Choice: '
©16,35 get madd picture '9'
read
do case
clear
case madd = '1'
clear
first =
'
initial = '
"
last =
'
©9.15 say 'Enter Student First Name"
©9,41 get first picture 'aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa'
read
©11.15 say 'Middle Initial'
©11.32 get initial picture 'a'
read
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@13,15 say 'Last Name'
©13,41 get last picture 'aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa"
read
last - upper(last)
first = upper(first)
initial = upper(initial)
use
use sinfo
set format to sinfo
count to mreccount
goto top
insert
close format
count to mrec2
clear
* if mrec2 < > mrecount then user inserted data and we
* want to know if they want to save it
if mrec2 < > mreccount
myn > ' '
@10,18 say 'Do you want to SAVE this (Y/N)? '
@ 10,53 get myn picture V
read
if myn ~ 'Y' .or. myn = 'y'
replace record 2 sfirstnm with upper(first)
replace record 2 smidinit with upper(initial)
replace record 2 slastnam with upper(last)
replace record 2 ssn with skey
temp = substrCcurriculum.1.1)
temp2 = substr(curriculum.2,l)
if temp = '0'
replace curriculum with ' ' + substr(curriculum,2,l)
endif
if temp2 = ' '
replace curriculum with ' ' + substrCcurriculum.1.1)
endif
else
if myn = "n" .or. myn = "N"
delete record 2
pack
endif
endif
clear
else
clear
@10,18 say 'Please Enter Information Before You Hit <RETURN>"
@16.18 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
endif
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case madd = '2'
loop
case madd = '3'
save to maddstud
return
otherwise
clear
@10,18 say 'Invalid Value Entered. Not a <1,2.3>. '
@16.1S say 'Hit Any Key To Continue."
wait
loop
endcase madd
else
* confirm correct student
set confirm on
clear
@9,18 say 'This Student Is Already In The Database As: '
©11,18 say trim(sfirstnm) + ,"t + smidinit + H " + slastnam
@17,18 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
end if
otherwise
clear
©10,18 say 'Invalid Number. Hit Any Key to Continue.'
wait
loop
endcase choice
enddo
save to maddstud
return
* return control back to student menu
************************ ********************************************
* This program, delstud.prg. deletes a student from the
* student database.
* Database Used: sinfo
* Memory File: mdeletest
* Index File: ndxsinfo
set safety off
set exact on
set talk off
set heading off
set confirm on
restore from mdelest
* maintenance on index files
use sinfo
index on ssn to ndxsinfo
set index to ndxsinfo
index on trim(slastnam) - trim(sfirstnm) to ndxsname
set index to ndxsname
reindex
use sinfo
found "f
*
manswer =
set device to screen
do while upper(manswer) = ' '
reindex
clear
@3,20 say 'DELETE A STUDENT"
@10.20 say '1. DELETE by Student Number'
@ 11.20 say '2. DELETE by Name'
@12,20 say '3. VIEW All Students In Database"
@13,20say 'A. QUIT
@ 15,20 say 'Enter Choice: '
choice =
@15,36 get choice picture '9"
read
do case
case choice »* *1'
* deleting by social security number
set confirm off
clear
@7,20 say "Enter Student Number: '
skey =
"
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@8.25 get skey picture '@r 999-99-9999'
read
set confirm on
case choice = '2'
* deleting by name
clear
@9.20 say "Enter Student First Name: '
fkey - "
©10,20 get fkey picture 'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx'
read
fkey = upper(fkey)
@12,20 say "Enter Last Name'
nkey - '
@13,20 get nkey picture 'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx'
read
nkey - upper(nkey)
name - trim(nkey) - trim(fkey)
case choice = "3'
clear
use sinfo
?'LAST NAME FIRST NAME STUDENT NUMBER'
?
display all slastnam, sfirstnm, ssn off
?
?
"
Hit Any Key To Continue'
wait
loop
case choice - '4'
save to mdeletest
return
otherwise
* for all poo poo entries
clear
@9,20 say 'Invalid Choice. Hit Any Key to Continue.'
wait
clear
loop
endcase choice
if choice = "1*
* key to index file is ssn
use sinfo index ndxsinf
o
clear
reindex
find &skey
end if
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if choice = '2'
* key to index file is slastnam - sfirstnm
use sinfo index ndxsname
clear
reindex
find &name
endif
if eofO .and. found = T
clear
@9,20 say 'No Record On File For This Student'
©16.20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
else
* confirm correct student
clear
@7,20 say 'This Student Is In The Database As: '
©9.20 say 'NAME:'
©9,35 say trim(sfirstnm) + " " + smidinit + " " + slastnam
©10.20 say 'NUMBER:'
©10.35 say ssn
©13.20 say "1. To DELETE"
©14.20 say '2. To ENTER Another'
©15.20 say '3. To QUIT'
©17,20 say "Enter Choice: '
mansw =
©17.36 get mansw picture '9'
read
do case
case mansw = '1'
clear
©9,20 say 'DELETE This Person (Y/N)? '
mdele = ' '
©9,49 get mdele picture 'a'
read
if mdele = 'Y'.or. mdele - 'y -
delete
pack
reindex
©11,20 say 'This Person Has Been DELETED.'
©15.20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue."
wait ' '
else
©11.20 say 'This Person Has NOT Been DELETED."
©15,20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
endif
case mansw = '2'
loop
case mansw = *3'
save to mdeletest
return
-».
otherwise
clear
©10,10 say 'Invalid Choice. Hit Any Key to Continue.'
wait
'
loop
endcase mansw
endif
enddo
save to mdeletest
return
* return control back to student menu
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************************************* *****************************
* This program, chgstud.prg, updates a student file.
************************ *****************************************
*
* Database Used: Sinfo
* Memory File: maddstud
* Index File: ndxsinfo
* ndxsname
************************ ******************************************
* set up
clear all
set safety off
set talk off
set exact on
set heading off
set confirm on
restore from maddstud
* maintenance on index files
use sinfo
index on ssn to ndxsinfo
set index to ndxsinfo
use
use sinfo
index on trim(slastnam) - trim(s firstnm) to ndxsname
set index to ndxsname
use
manswer = '
'
set device to screen
do while upper(manswer) = ' '
clear
@3,13 say "CHANGE STUDENT INFORMATION'
©10,20 say "1. CHANGE By Student Number*
©11,20 say '2. CHANGE By Student Name"
@12.20 say '3. VIEW All Students In Database'
@13.20 say '4. QUIT
@15.20 say 'Enter Choice: *
achoice = ' '
©15,36 get achoice picture '9'
read
choice = achoice
do case
case choice = '1'
* changing by student number
set confirm off
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clear
@9,20 say 'Enter Student Number: '
skey =
'
©10,20 get skey picture '@r 999-99-9999'
read
set confirm on
case choice - '2*
* changing by student name
clear
@9,15 say 'Enter Student First Name: '
fkey = '
@9,44 get fkey picture "aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa"
read
fkey = upper(fkey)
@11.15 say 'Student Last Name: '
nkey = '
@11,44 get nkey picture "aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa"
read
nkey = upper(nkey)
name = trim(nkey) - trim(fkey)
case choice = '3'
clear
use sinfo index ndxsname
? "LAST NAME FIRST NAME STUDENT NUMBER'
7
display all slastnam. sfirstnm. ssn off
?
?
'
Hit Any Key To Continue'
use
Wait ' '
loop
case choice = '4'
save to mchgstud
return
otherwise
clear
@9,20 say 'Invalid Number. Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
loop
endcase choice
if choice * '1'
* key for this index file is ssn
use sinfo index ndxsinfo
find &skey
endif
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if choice *= "2"
* key for this index file is slastnam - sfirstnm
use sinfo index ndxsname
find &.name
endif
if eofO
clear
@ 10.20 say "No Record On File For This Student '
©16.20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue."
wait
loop
else
* confirm correct student for changing info
clear
@7,20 say 'This Student Is In The Database As: '
@9.20 say "NAME:"
©9,35 say trim(sfirstnm) + ' ' + smidinit + ' ' + slastnam
©10.20 say 'NUMBER:"
©10.35 say ssn
©13,20 say '1. To CHANGE Info On This Student"
©14.20 say "2. To ENTER Another"
©15.20 say '3. To QUIT
©17.20 say "Enter Choice: '
mchange = ' '
©17,36 get mchange picture '9'
read
last = slastnam
initial = smidinit
first -= sfirstnm
skey = ssn
clear
do case
case mchange "1*
mrecno = recnoO
use
use sinfo
set format to sinfo
change record mrecno
close format
use
clear
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©10,13 say These Changes Have Been Saved. Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
case mchange = 'T
use
loop
case mchange - '3'
use
save to mchgstud
return
otherwise
use
©10,20 say 'Invalid Number. Hit Any Key To Continue."
wait
loop
endcase mchange
endif
enddo
* return control back to student menu
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****************************************** a**********************
* This program, emreport.prg. allows the adding and
* updating of the employment report form for students.
*xxxxxxxx*xx*xxx*xxx**x***x*xx*xxx*xxxxx**xxx*xx***xxxx**xx**x***
* Database Used: sinfo
* ereport
* Memory File: maddstud
* Index File: ndxsname
* ndxename
xxx*xx**xx#x*xxx***x*xx*xxx*x**x*x *******************************
set talk off
set safety off
set confirm on
set heading off
set exact on
set date american
restor from maddstud
clear all
* maintenance on index file
use sinfo
index on trim(slastnam) - trim(sfirstnm) to ndxsname
set index to ndxsname
use
use ereport
index on trim(slastnam) - trim(sfirstnm) to ndxename
set index to ndxename
count to mrec2
if recnoO = 1
insert blank
insert blank before
endif
use
manswer =
'
set device to screen
do while upper(manswer) = ' '
clear
number - ' '
@3,25 say 'Employment Report'
@10,25 say *1. To ADD An Employment Report '
©11.25 say '2. To VIEW An Employment Report*
©12,25 say '3. QUIT'
@14.25 say 'Enter Choice: '
@14,41 get number picture '9'
read
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choice = number
do case
case choice - '3'
save to maddstud
return
case choice - '2'
clear
first =
'
last = '
use ereport index ndxename
©7.17 say "View An Employment Report"
©10,10 say 'Enter Student First Name:'
©10.38 get first
read
©12.10 say ' Last Name:'
©12.38 get last
read
first = upper(first)
last - upper(last)
nkey - trim(last) - trim(first)
find &nkey
if eof
©14,17 say "No Employment Report For This Student.'
©17,17 say "Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
else
place = recnoO
use
use ereport
set format to e2report.fmt
change record place
close format
endif
loop
case choice = '1'
clear all
use sinfo index ndxsname
first -
'
last -
'
clear
©9.15 say 'Enter Student First Name'
@9,41 get first picture 'aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa'
read
©11.15 say 'Enter Student Last Name'
©11,41 get last picture 'aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa'
read
last - upper(last)
first «= upper(first)
nkey - trim(last) - trim(first)
find &nkey
if eof
@13,15 say 'Need to Input A Student Data Sheet First.'
@17.15 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue."
use
wait
loop
else
use
use ereport index ndxename
reindex
find &nkey
if eof
use
use ereport
set format to ereport
count to mreccount
goto top
insert
close format
count to mrec2
clear
* if mrec2 < > mrecount then user inserted data and we
* want to know if they want to save it
if mrec2 < > mreccount
myn - ' '
@10,18 say 'Do you want to SAVE this (Y/N)? '
@10,53 get myn picture V
read
if myn = 'Y' .or. myn = 'y'
replace record 2 sfirstnm with upper(first)
replace record 2 slastnam with upper(last)
replace record 2 curriculum with upper(curriculum)
replace record 2 location with upperC location)
else
if myn = "n" .or. myn = *N*
delete record 2
pack
endif
endif
use
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else
clear
@10.18 say 'Please Enter Information Before You Hit <RETURN>'
©16.1S say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
use
wait
loop
endif
else
@13,17 say 'Existing Employment Form. Cannot Add Another.'
©17,17 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
use
wait
loop
endif
loop
endif
* end of choice 1
otherwise
clear
@10,18 say 'Invalid Number. Hit Any Key to Continue.'
wait
loop
endcase choice
enddo
save to maddstud
return
* return control back to student menu
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********************************************************************
* This program, statl.prg, calculates the percentage of
* registered students that are graduating, seeking employmt,
* or furthering their education.
* Database Used: ereport
* Memory File: mstat
* Index File: None
************************ ********************************************
set talk off
set exact off
set safety off
restore from mstat
clear all
clear
©4,17 say 'Calculation of Total and Percentage of
'
@5,17 say
'
Graduating Students'
use ereport
today - ctodCOl" + 7" + "01" + 7" + "80")
©8,17 say 'Enter Date (mm/da/yr):'
©8,50 get today picture '99999999'
read
numb »
©10.17 say 'Enter Total Number of Graduates:'
©10,56 get numb picture '9999'
read
number = numb
count to total
total 1 =
total2 -
total3 -
total4 -
goto top
position = recnoO
do while position < > total
graddate = ctod(mdegdate + 7" + "01" + 7" + ydegdate)
if (graddate - today < 365) .and. (graddate - today <> 0)
totall « totall + 1
if hired
total2 = total2 + 1
endif
if seekempl
total3 - total3 + 1
endif
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if moreeduc
total4 - total4 + 1
endif
endif
position = position + 1
goto position
enddo
* calculation time
totall - (totall / number) * 100
total2 - (total2 / number) * 100
total3 - (total3 / number) * 100
total4 = (total4 / number) * 100
use
* initialize values in percent database
use percent
replace studreg with
replace student with
replace hired with
replace seeking with
replace gradsch with
* store values into percent database
replace student with number
replace studreg with totall
replace hired with total2
replace seeking with total3
replace gradsch with total4
©12.17 say 'Total Number Of Graduating Students:'
(§12.60 say student picture '@r 9999'
(§13.17 say 'Graduating Students Registered:'
(§13.60 say studreg picture 'Or 999%'
(§14.17 say ' Hired:'
(§14.60 say hired picture '@r 999%'
(§15,17 say
'
Seeking Employment:'
(§15.60 say seeking picture '(§r 999%'
(§16,17 say ' Graduate School:'
(§16,60 say gradsch picture '@r 999%'
(§18,17 say 'Calculations Have Been Completed.'
(§21,17 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
use
save to mstat
return
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****************************************************************
* This program. stat2.prg. calculates the semester
* recruiting statistics and the company cancellation
* rate for all companies.
* Database Used: recruiter
* compinfo
* Memory File: mstat
* Index File: None
****************** **********************************************
clear
set talk off
set safety off
set exact off
set device to screen
restore from mstat
@7.17 say 'Calculation of recruiting statistics and
'
@8,17 say ' cancellation rate for all companies'
use recruiter
* initialize all values to
replace schedules with
replace recruits with
replace cancels with
replace total with
replace percent with
use
use compinfo
* totals for number_of_schedules made by all companies
* totals of all recruiters sent by all companies
* totals of all cancellations made by all companies
sum all no_sched to temp
sum all recruitl to tempi
sum all recruit2 to temp2
sum all recruit3 to temp3
sum all recruit4 to temp4
sum all recruit5 to temp5
sum all recruit6 to temp6
sum all recruit7 to temp7
sum all cancelcnt to tempS
use
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use recruiter
* store totals into recruiter dbase to print out when desired
replace schedules with temp
replace recruits with tempi + temp2 + temp3 + temp4 + temp5 + temp6 + temp7
replace cancels with tempS
replace total with (temp - temp8)
replace percent with ((total / schedules) * 100)
@13,17 say 'Calculations Have Been Completed."
@16,17 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue."
wait
clear
display schedules.cancels.recruits, total.percent off
@ 16, 17 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
use
save to mstat
return
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* This program, stat4.prg, calculates the number of
* companies that recruit by curriculum, gpa or both.
****************************************************************
* Databases Used; compinfo
gpa
* Memory File: mstat
* Index File: None
set talk off
set exact off
set safety off
restore from mstat
clear
@7,17 say 'Calculation Of Companies Recruiting By"
©8,17 say ' Curriculum and/or GPA'
use compinfo
* get the totals for companies that recruit by curriculum,
*by gpa, and by both
count for bycurr to tempi
count for bygpa to temp2
count for bycurr .and. bygpa to temp3
use
use gpa
* clear out old totals, then replace with new counts
replace bycurr with
replace bygpa with
replace both with
replace bycurr with tempi
replace bygpa with temp2
replace both with temp3
©13.17 say 'Calculations Have Been Completed.'
©16.17 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
clear
©7,17 say 'Company Recruiting Information:"
set heading off
@11.1 say '
'
display bycurr off
©12,12 say ': Companies Recruiting by Curriculum '
display bygpa off
©13,12 say ': Companies Recruiting by GPA'
106
display both off
@14,12 say ': Companies Recruiting by Both"
@18,17 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
save to mstat
return
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* This program, stat5.prg. calculates the yearly placement
* of registered students by curriculum.
**************** *******************»:****************»:**********»: ****
* Database Used: curr
* ereport
* Memory File: ndxcurr
* ndxename
* Index File: ndxcurr
************************ *************************^^
clear
set talk off
set safety off
set exact off
set heading off
set device to screen
restore from mstat
@7,10 say 'Calculation of Placement Information by Curriculum'
* maintenance on index files, and also, initialize all totals to
use curr
replace all htotal with
index on trim(curriculum) to ndxcurr
set index to ndxcurr
use
use ereport
index on trim(slastnam) - trim(sfirstnm) to ndxename
set index to ndxename
reindex
use
use ereport
position = recnoO
count to total_no
do while position < = total_no
* loop until no more students in employment report
goto position
if hired
curr_key = curriculum
curr_key «= trim(curr_key)
use
use curr index ndxcurr
* indexed by curriculum
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find &curr_key
if .not. eofO
replace htotal with htotal + 1
endif
use
endif
position = position + 1
use ereport
enddo
* suming the number of placements per college
do stat6
clear
©9.20 say 'Calculations Have Been Completed.'
©16.24 say "Hit Any Key To Continue.'
wait
flag = .t.
do while flag
clear
©5.20 say "View The Statistics?'
©7.20 say '1. To View Totals By Colleges'
@8,20 say '2. To View Totals By Curriculum'
@9,20 say '3. To Quit'
choice - '
'
©11,20 say 'Enter Choice: '
©11,36 get choice picture "9*
read
do case
case choice = '1'
set device to screen
clear
use curr
set index to ndxcurrname
set heading off
? ' ***** PLACEMENT TOTATLS BY CURRICULUM & COLLEGE *****'
?
?
'
College'
? Colleges Totals'
7
display all
'
', name, col__total for "All" $ name off
?
?
?" Hit Any Key To Continue'
wait ' '
loop
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case choice = '2'
clear
@5,23 say 'College of Agriculture'
?
?' Curriculum Number'
?' Code Name Employed'
7
display all ' ', curriculum, name, htotal for college = '1' .and. htotal > off
?
7
?' Hit Any Key To Continue To Next College Curriculums'
wait
clear
@5,20 say 'College of Architecture And Design'
7
?' Curriculum Number'
Code Name Employed'
7
display all
'
'. curriculum, name, htotal for college = '2' .and. htotal > off
7
7
?' Hit Any Key To Continue To Next College Curriculums'
wait
clear
@5,22 say 'College of Arts and Sciences'
?
?' Curriculum Number'
?' Code Name Employed"
7
display all ' '. curriculum, name, htotal for college - '3' .and. htotal >
?
7
?' Hit Any Key To Continue To Next College Curriculums'
wait
clear
@5,22 say 'College of Business'
?
?' Curriculum Number'
?' Code Name Employed"
7
display all
'
'. curriculum, name, htotal for college = '4' .and. htotal >
?
?
?' Hit Any Key To Continue To Next College Curriculums'
wait
clear
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@5,22 say "College of Education'
?
?' Curriculum Number"
?' Code Name Employed*
?
display all
'
', curriculum, name, htotal for college = '5'
©20,6 say "Hit Any Key To Continue To Next College Curriculums'
wait
clear
@5,22 say 'College of Engineering'
?
?' Curriculum Number'
?' Code Name Employed'
?
display all
'
', curriculum,name,htotal for college '6' .and. htotal >
?
?" Hit Any Key To Continue To Next College Curriculums'
wait
clear
@5,22 say 'College of Human Ecology'
?
?' Curriculum Number'
?' Code Name Employed'
?
display all
'
', curriculum .name.htotal for college = '7' .and. htotal >
?
?' Hit Any Key To Continue'
wait
loop
case choice - '3'
save to mstat
return
otherwise
@14.20 say 'Not A Valid Selection, Hit Any Key To Continue"
wait
loop
endcase
enddo
****************** ************************************************ ****
* This program, stat7.prg, calculates the number of registered
* students geographical placement within the 50 united states.
* ********************************************************************
* Database Used: geolocation
* Memory File: mstat
* Index File: none
**********************************************************************
set talk off
restore from mstat
set safety off
•maintenance on index files, and also, initialize all totals to
use geolocation
* all state counters are zero
replace all al with 0, ak with 0, az with 0, ar with 0, ca with
replace all co with 0. ct with 0. de with 0. fl with 0. ga with
replace all hi with 0, id with 0, il with 0. in with 0, ia with
replace all ks with 0. ky with 0. la with 0. me with 0. ma with
replace all md with 0. mi with 0. mn with 0. ms with 0. mo with
replace all mt with 0. ne with 0, nv with 0. nh with 0. nj with
replace all nm with 0, ny with 0. nc with 0. nd with 0. oh with
replace all ok with 0. or with 0. pa with 0. ri with 0, sc with
replace all sd with 0. tn with 0. tx with 0, ut with 0, vt with
replace all va with 0. wa with 0. wv with 0. wi with 0, wy with
hired_cnt =
menu = .t.
do while menu
clear
choice =
'
@5.12 say 'Computing Statistics For Geographic Placement By College'
?
f 1. College of Agriculture'
2. College of Architecture & Design'
3. College of Arts & Sciences'
4. College of Business Administration'
T 5. College of Education'
?' 6. College of Engineering"
7. College of Human Ecology'
?' 8. Quit'
@17,18 say 'Enter Choice: '
@17.36 get choice picture '9'
read
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if choice = '8"
save to mstat
return
endif
if choice « '9' .or. choice = '0'
clear
@7,17 say 'Invalid Selection. Hit Any Key To Continue."
wait
loop
endif
coll = choice
use
use ereport
position « recnoO
count to emp_cnt
goto top
do while position < = emp_cnt
goto position
if hired
state = location
tempcurr = curriculum
hired_cnt -= hired__cnt + 1
use
do case
case choice - '1'
use geolocate
index on collegel to ndxcolll
set index to ndxcolll
menu = .f.
case choice -= '2'
use geolocate
index on college2 to ndxcoll2
set index to ndxcoll2
menu «= .f.
case choice - '3'
use geolocate
index on college3 to ndxcolB
set index to ndxcoll3
menu = .f.
case choice = 'A'
use geolocate
index on college4 to ndxcoll4
set index to ndxcoll4
menu = ,f
.
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case choice » '5'
use geolocate
index on college5 lo ndxcoll5
set index to coll5
menu = .f
.
case choice «= '6'
use geolocate
index on college6 to ndxcoll6
set index to coll6
menu = .f
.
case choice « *7"
use geolocate
index on college7 to ndxcoll7
set index to colI7
menu *= .f
otherwise
clear
@12.22 say 'Ivalid Selection. Hit Any Key To Continue'
wait
'
loop
endcase
find &tempcurr
if .not. eof()
temprec = recnoO
replace &state with &state + 1
endif
endif
* not hired
position - position + 1
use
use ereport
enddo
enddo
* print stats
clear
do while .t.
choice = '
'
@8,20 say 'Computation Is Complete'
@10,18 say 1. VIEW Statistics"
©11,18 say '2. QUIT'
@ 13. 18 say 'Enter Choice:'
@13,36 get choice picture '9'
read
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do case
case choice -= '1"
clear
©8,12 say 'STATISTICS FOR GEOGRAPHIC PLACEMENT OF REGISTERED STUDENTS*
©12.20 say 'Students With An Employment Report: '
@12.55 get emp_cnt
@14.20 say "Number Of Students Hired: '
@ 14,55 get hired_cnt
@1S.20 say 'Hit Any Key To Continue'
wait
set heading on
use geolocate
do case
case coll « '1'
collg = "college!"
case coll « '2'
collg = 'college2
case coll = "3"
collg = 'college3
case coll ='4'
collg = "college4
case coll = '5'
collg = "college5
case coll - '6'
collg = "college6
case coll = '7'
collg = "college7
endcase
clear
display all &collg.AL.AK,AZ,AR.CA,CO.CT,DE,FL.GA,HI,ID,ILJN,;
IA,' ^KS,KYXA.]Vm,MD.MA.MI,MN,MS.MO,MT.NE,N\^NH
;
NJ.' *.NM.NY.NC,ND,OH,OK.OR.PA.RI.SC,SD,TN.TX.UT
;
"
VT; '.VA,WA,WV,WI.WY while &collg <> '
Hit Any Key To Continue '?'
wait
clear
loop
case choice «= '2'
save to mstat
return
otherwise
@15.18 say 'Invalid Choice. Hit Any Key To Try Again"
wait
loop
endcase
enddo
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The quality of placement programs at universities and colleges determine to a great extent,
the types of jobs opportunities their graduates are afforded. A good computer placement
program offers many advantages to a placement center. This paper presents the functional
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artisan type of office. A relational database was designed and implemented in in dBaselll.
Several application programs were also implemented; these help ensure user friendliness,
and generate various statistics. A users manual is included to aid in executing the pro-
gram. The challenges, problems and solutions to those problems in the design of a compu-
terized system within the framework of an artisan office are discussed.
